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ON QUANTITATIVE PRECIPITATION ^RECASTING

C. S. Gilman, K. R. Peterson
C. W. Cochrane and S. Molansky

Hydrologic Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau

ABSTRACT
*•*• * *

A basis for quantitative precipitation forecasting is developed
which when combined with synoptic experience, particularly in regard to
sea level prognostic charts> enables the preparation of 6- and 24-hour
precipitation forecasts. Surface isobaric configurations and dynamic
trajectories are used to locate regions of convergence and precipita
tion. The concept of volumetric control is used to determine specific
precipitation amounts.

In Part 1, through theoretical and empirical considerations," it is
shown that (l) conditions where cyclonic shear and/or curvature of the
geostrophic wind is greater than anticyclonic shear and/or curvature of
the real wind, are convergence producing; (2) convergence of an air par
cel occurs downstream after the parcel encounters a favorable isobaric
configuration; and (3) a high percentage of the volume of moisture en
tering a region of convergence falls as precipitation.

Part 2 is concerned with the development and application of a method
of short range (6-hour)precipitation forecasting. Synoptic evidence
which supports the results of Part 1 is given. It is brought out that
large regions of moist air enter smaller regions of cyclonicity and that
these areas of cyclonicity can indicate regions of heavy precipitation.
It is further indicated that the present observational network provides
a sufficiently detailed analysis to locate closely many precipitation
areas.

Part 3 describes the development andfield testing of a longer range
(24-hour) quantitative precipitation forecasting technique. The results
of the field testing further support the hypotheses set forth in Part 1.
The results of using day-to-day maps show that sufficiently accurate sea
level prognostic charts can be prepared and that the technique can be
applied in a short time with enough accuracy to be of synoptic value.

Part k describes the development and application of a 6-hour pre
cipitation forecasting technique for hurricanes. Observed sea level
pressure maps for past hurricanes were used. The results are encour
aging and indicate that the technique is valuable, provided that a rea
sonably accurate short range forecast of the sea level pressure field
can be made. It is generally concluded that the application of the re
sults of Part 1 to 6-hour and 24-hour forecasts shows a considerable
degree of skill at quantitative precipitation forecasting.
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PART 1. PHYSICAL AND EMPIRICAL BASES

C. S. Gilman, K. R. Peterson,

and S. Molansky

Hydrologic Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau,1 Washington, D. C.
[Manuscript received January 27, 1959; revised April 13, 1959]

1. INTRODUCTION
*

To forecast precipitation quantitatively it is necessary to estimate/
explicitly or Implicitly, the vertical motion and the moisture content of the
rising air. Most attempts to deal with the problem have attacked these prob
lems directly; the present paper deals with each in a more indirect manner.
The vertical motion is not computed explicitly but is inferred from the re
lationship that it must be associated with large-scale horizontal convergence
in the lower atmosphere. The hypothesis is developed that, in many cases,
large-scale convergence must be associated with cyclonicity in the isobaric or
contour patterns in the lower atmosphere. The problem of where cyclogenesis
will occur is approached in two ways: (l) From the contraction of horizontal
areas as shown by dynamic trajectories and (2) by numerical integration of the
divergence development equation. It turns out, subject to these hypotheses,
that the intensities of the cyclonicity can be estimated from the synoptic
scale now in use. The moisture is handled volumetrically - that is^the total
volume of atmospheric moisture (area times precipitable water) entering a
region is related to the volume of rainfall (area times depth) over the
region.

2. COMPUTATIONS WITH DYNAMIC TRAJECTORIES

Studies by Bjerknes [1] and Petterssen [2] have established that if a
current of air blows through a quasi-stationary pressure pattern in which the
shear of the geostrophic wind becomes more cyclonic downstream, convergence
should tend to develop. Such ideas can be investigated quantitatively by com
puting dynamic trajectories from the four corners of an original rectangle on
a horizontal or constant pressure surface and determining the change of the
horizontal area with time. For example, figure 1 shows the dynamic trajecto
ries computed from an original square blowing into a region of cyclonic geo
strophic wind shear. It will be noted that the area shrinks to nothing in
7 hours.

"This work was prosecuted under P. L. 71> 84th Congress as part of Sub-
project III.
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The same effect can be observed if the air current blows into a region
of cyclonic curvature of the isobars (or contour lines). Figure 2 shows the
shrinkage of an original area to zero when it blows into and through a region
of cyclonic curvature. For the frictionless dynamic trajectories, the line
AB which is originally south of the line CD, crosses it in 7 hours and is
north of it thereafter. It is, of course, impossible that this crossing
should actually occur.

Figures 3 and 4 show similar shrinking of area when the winds possess
anticyclonic shear and curvature, respectively, but the pressure field is
linear.

The vorfcicity equation may be used to explain these illustrations. That
equation states that as the vorticity of the wind becomes more cyclonic with
time, convergence occurs. Now, other things being equal, the vorticity of
the actual wind will change toward the vorticity of the geostrophic wind.
Thus if the pressure gradients change with time on an air current in such a
way that the later geostrophic vorticity is more cyclonic than the initial
actual vorticity, convergence will develop.

It may be noted that in these cases the convergence develops after the
cyclonicity has appeared and reaches its maximum somewhat downstream from
the maximum cyclonicity.

3. THE DIVERGENCE DEVELOPMENT EQUATIONS

In the preceding section simple illustrations were given of the develop
ment of convergence under certain simplifying assumptions. The purpose or
this section is to establish the mathematics on a firm basis and thus w«>*>
possible the quantitative study of varying the assumptions. A solution for
the non-frictional case is always obtainable by using the trajectory methods
described by Goodyear [3] on three or more corners of an original polygon.
Moreover this method has the advantage that it also gives the location of the
region of convergence. However, the mathematical approach to be described has
the advantage that it permits a quantitative evaluation of the mutual effects
of certain characteristics in a much simpler manner than could be obtained by
repeated use of the trajectory technique. The approach was first suggested to
one of the authors by Bellamy's [k] "convergenesis" approach used at the
institute of Tropical Meteorology in 19I&. The methods are simple amplifica
tions of the equation developed by Bellamy. They are also closely related to
the "Balance Equation" of Charney [5].

The divergence development equations relate divergence to the vorticity
of the real wind (r)). In the following development a pair of simultaneous
equations are presented which express divergence as a function of the geostro
phic vorticity (i) ), the vorticity of the real wind (i\) being implicitly con-

tained within the equations.

The average horizontal velocity divergence, Div y, over a substantial
horizontal area of size A, may be defined by



ADiv ty =~ = J (udy - vdx) (l)>
Differentiating equation (1) with respect to time

dt DivV+ (div y) =|[/(iay-fdx)+/(udv-'vdu)] (2)
The frictionless equations of horizontal motion on the rotating earth are

i=^ (3)

i=.fu. w
where u» and v1 are the components of the geostrophic deviation. Therefore
the first term on the right of equation (2) may be written

i[/(8*-**)]-*/«*•*♦* *<> <»
= curl f y»

where Y* is the total geostrophic deviation. If the variation of the
Coriolis parameter is neglected,

curl f ^ = fy (6)

The second term on the right of equation (2) is equal to twice the aver
age value of the Jacobian of (u,v) with respect to (x,y) over the area A or
twice the number of intersections of unit isotachs of u and v per unit area.
Although this term could be evaluated for a specific case, it will be neg
lected for simplicity. However, this point will be discussed further after
the derivation of equation (7) has been completed.

Since only the horizontal divergence over a horizontal area is being con
sidered, equation (2) does not include the changing inclination of the area A
with respect to the horizontal. This term is somewhat analogous to the turn
ing of the vortex tubes in the vorticity equation. Equation (2) may be re
written as

dt
(div yj^mv^+ iwlv yr = fy (7)



Another means of arriving at equation (7) whereby the neglected terms
will appear in a more familiar form is through the frictionless equations of
motion for horizontal flow,

^=|"+u|U+T|H +w|H =.i^+fv (8)
dt dt dx dy dz p dx

^-^ +u^V +v^V +w^V =-i^P-fu
dt ~ dT die dy d"z po^"

Differentiating equation (8) partially with respect to x and equation (9)
partially with respect to y and adding,

(9)

-| Div ^+(Div V)2 =iH2 p+fTj +2J -T-/3 u (10)

du dv dv du m dw du ^ dw dv . /\ dfwhere J=s ^ -s ^, T=ss+^ jj ,and/3 =^

These terms will be neglected as before, However, Shuman[12] using Charney^
[5] "balance equation", which is a form of equation (2) neglecting the diver
gence terms, computed the magnitude of the Jacobian term at 500 mb. for various
synoptic examples and found that the term is sometimes of the same order of
magnitude as -fi)1 and that both are characteristically larger than the first
two terms of equation (2). A logical consequence of his work would be that it
would be impossible in general over most areas to use equation (2) without
treating the Jacobian term. There is, however, justification for believing
that equation (2) might give valuable results in cases involving the develop
ment of areas of intense convergence. In the Lagrangian frame of reference
used here, a characteristic situation is as follows: A current of air, say a
moist tongue, moves within a few hours from a situation where all the terms in
equation (10) are very small into an area where the first term on the right in
equation (10) is quite large (geostrophic vorticity). Then in the initial
.stages the dominant terms in equation (10) must be the first terms on the left
and the right. When convergence becomes large the second term on the left be
comes important. Characteristically, the more intense values of convergence
occur, over areas too ^n for it to be measured by our wind networks. However,
we know from recorded values of rainfall and elemental reasoning with the
equation of continuity that the values must be several orders of magnitude
larger than those which have been measured. Thus there are many cases where
it would seem that the first few hours of the development of intense conver
gence can be adequately described by equation (7)•

It may be noted that

OT 1 / dv du x2 1 / du dv v2
2J =2(E "dy > +2(d^+d^)

1 , dv du x2 1 / du dv ,2
-2(d7+d7}"2^dlE"d7;



Since the second term is \ (Div y f, equation (7) might be written with the
second term on the left reduced by one-half just as logically as the eauation
actually solved here. It will be impossible to tell wMchsilution hat^he
most practical Justification until the value of the other ter^ con^W
the Jacobian has been investigated in detail for these cases. UB*"OTlne

From taking the vorticity of the geostrophic wind equation '

p V P-fl6 (n)
By definition

V_-i|-i|g ,(12)

where p« is the vorticity of the geostrophic deviation, r, is the absolute '
vorticity of the real wind, and ng is the absolute vorticity of tne Atro
phic wind. Therefore equation (10) is equivalent to equation (7).

- +?°W'^ ^fferentiati*S equation (8) partially with respect to yand
equation (9) partially with respect to xand subtracting

dt" +dt1 ="(1»' +\ )*v V (13)
This is the well-known vorticity equation. It should be noted that the
solenoid term, the "twisting term," the frictional term, and the variation of
the Coriolis parameter have been neglected. «J.w*on 01

Equations (7) and (13) are non-linear equations relating the growth of
divergence to the time rate of change of the geostrophic vorticity. They can
be solved simultaneously by means of anumerical integration technique to be
e^tions ^ Kley Wm be referred t0 in tbs fufcure M the non-Jacobian

A simplified solution to these equations can be obtained by differentiat
ing equation (7) with respect to time. Thus,

d2
~2DivY +2DivV3f Divy=__£ W- {lk)

d -=>

=dtf ^-y

Substituting from the vorticity equation (13) for the |g term, equation
(14) becomes,



a

2 Ar\

~2 Mv>y +2mvv |j Div \y +t) f Div y =-f -JB (15)

By neglecting the second term on the left for a first approximation and taking
il =fwe obtain the following; which will be called the comparison equation,

3 ^TV +f Div y =-f a-S (l6)

Since in equation (7) the second term on the left is never negative, it
is obvious that when the divergence is positive and increasing, its rate of
growth as given by equation (15) will always be less than the rate of growth
given by equation (16). When the divergence is positive and decreasing its
rate of decay will be greater for equation (15) than for the comparison
equation. Therefore the divergence from any given initial conditions will be
overestimated and the convergence will be underestimated by the comparison
equation. Moreover, the greater the absolute value of divergence, the greater
the percent of overestimation or underestimation.

Equation (l6) is of awell-known, much-studied type in mathematical physics.
Its solution along with numerical examples is given later in this paper.

k. EFFECT OF FRICTIONAL AHD VISCOUS FORCES

Althougi the laws concerning frictional and viscous forces in the atmos
phere are not known with sufficient accuracy to provide exact solutions to
the equations of motion with these forces included, still, useful qualitative
information may be obtained from a consideration of how the frictional forces
affect the development of convergence. A comparison between actual precipi
tation patterns and patterns predicted from the rrictionless equations may
furnish gross information on the frictional characteristics of the atmosphere.

Frictional force proportional to and directed m^nst velocity

One of the simplest hypotheses concerning the frictional force is ex
pressed quantitatively by the equations of motion in the form
»

§-«*• -*» (17)

dvgj - -fu> - tar (l8)

where k la a constant for any level In the atnnsphere.

Repeating the steps leading up to equation (7), one obtains the following

^I+m^ =W-*ixrY (19)



the terms, J and T, and the variation of f being neglected as before. Thus
the frictional effect is to inhibit the development of either divergence or
convergence. If the constant k is much larger in the surface layer than aloft,
as certainly must be the case, then the convergence or divergence in that lay
er will be inhibited much more than in higfcer layers. For example, consider
.only the terms

(Div Y) = -k Div >y
then ta

Div \y » -k

Now if k decreases with height the convergence also decreases with height and
the effect of the frictional term becomes less important.

* •

Even though the factor k of equations (17) and (18) is sufficiently
accurate as an approximation for computing the wind velocity, small variations
in k may cause large errors in the last term of equation (19).

Frictional force proportional to a higher power of and directed against
velocity

A somewhat more complicated hypothesis regarding the frictional force
may be expressed by writing the equations of motion in the form

fg-fv« -ku11 (20)

|£ --fu« -kv11 (21)
where k is a constant for any level and n *? 1.
Repeating a similar derivation as above

^3 +(Hv-?)2 .77-k[u-1!^"-1! ] (22)

Navier-Stokes stress

The Navier-Stokes form of the equations of motion (See Lamb [6] and
Haurwitz [7])are written as

i =̂+£(Vh2-§> (*>
I =-*>• +{(Vh2v +J) <*)

where JUL is the coefficient of eddy viscosity, where the variation of the ex

pansion (4^ +$^ +$£) with x and yhas been neglected, and where the nota
tion in the last term has been selected to emphasize the distinction between
variations in the horizontal and the vertical.
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Repeating a similar derivation as before and neglecting the same terms

iL wry +(WTyf =F^ +f ( Vh2 Div v +i-2 Div y ) C25)
dz

Considering first the second term on the right, one may see that the value
of the term is positive near a maximum of convergence and negative near a
maximum of divergence. Thus the effect of this term is always to tend to slow
down the development. ""

The result of the last term in equation (25) from analogy with similar
expressions in other physical relationships would be to equalize differences
in convergence from level to level. For example, Byers [8] gives analogies
with the vertical transport of water vapor, the downward transport of heat,
and the vertical transport of momentum.

5. THE VOLUMETRIC EQUATION

The volume of precipitation that falls over an area A of changing size
can be computed from forms of equations (7) and (13)

^ Dlv~^A =f~V A (86)
dTj A
JL

dt dtSk£- =-—£- (27)

Now, assume, as was done by Peterson [9], that the rainfall rate over an
area A is determined by the surface convergence and dewpoint, provided that
no subarea of A has a positive value of surface divergence and that the air
rises pseudoadiabatically. If these two conditions are satisfied and if
initially t\* , r\ , and Div y are small, from equation (27), V = -tj and sub-

8 g
stitution into equation (26) gives

If V is the total volume of precipitation that falls from an area of changing
size A

dV _ (
dt " "J Div yA dW (29)

where W is the precipitable water. Substituting from equation (28)

and

•tff fT) AdWdtdt (31)
S
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This equation may be used to give an overall estimate of the volume of
precipitation falling from a column as related to the average value of the
Laplacian of pressure over a large area, provided that no subarea of surface
divergence is included within the area and that the assumptions np^e are
valid.

6. THE LINEAR PRESSURE FIELD EQUATION

If t) is negligible the divergence development equation (7)- takes the form

iJ&J +(m7Tf =Tn (52)
where as before the Jacobian, turning, Rossby parameter, and friction terms
have been neglected.

With the vorticity equation (13),

- ^ = -Div Wtj dt JJ1V V'
given initial values of r\ and Div \y, these two equations can be solved
numerically by a technique similar to that used in the next section. An
example of how convergence could develop in a field of strong shear when the
pressure field becomes weak is presented in figures 3 and K.

7. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE DIVERGENCE DEVELOPMENT EQUATIONS

This section is concerned primarily with numerical solutions of the com-
parision equation (l6) and the non-Jacobian equations (7) and (13). Curves of
convergence vs. time computed by assigning various durations and intensities
to r\ in both the comparison and non-Jacobian equations are presented, and an

o

analysis of these is made in order to investigate the effect of the time-
duration of t) on the development of convergence,

g"

Solution of comparision equation

The solution of the comparision equation (l6) (dropping the notation for
averages) is

id r* i t nDiv V=[? (^Div V0) +j cos ftgJ* ] sin ft +[Div VQ- J sin ft^gS dt]cos ft
(33)

or

DivY =Aocos(ft-«.)+[( J cos ftjJ dt) sin ft - ( J sin ftjji dt)cos ft]
(33a)
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1 /d

where A* =[§ (§-Wv w)]2 +*T rf ;ec, , tan"1 [iM^Is!
Div W

To

]

and the subscript o refers to initial conditions.
Thus in equation (33a), the divergence starting at any time is the sum of two
terms, the first term oh the rigrt being a sinusoidal function defined by"the
initial conditions, and the second term a function defined by the duration
and behavior of n .

g

A sinusoidal variation of n with time was assumed. While other hypo
theses migit have been adopted, this one has two characteristics which re
commend its use. First, individual parcels in the atmosphere sometimes tend ,
to assume successive values of positive and negative geostrophic vorticity
in an approximate sinusoidal fashion, and secondly the function thus defined
lends itself readily to computation. Then, proceeding with this hypothesis,
let

n =f + k(l - cos nft). (3lf)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, k is the amplitude, a constant of pro
portionality equal to unity in these particular considerations, and n is
the ratio of the period of the r\ curve to the length of a half-pendulum day.
A latitude of 30°N. is used throughout this analysis. Differentiating (3U)
with respect to time, neglecting the variation of the Coriolis parameter

dn
gjfi =knf sin nft (35)

In order to investigate the effect of one period of r\ upon Div y, tj and
, S g

££§ are allowed to vary from t=Otot=|. Substituting (35) into (33) and
collecting terms,

1 r\ t
Div ^ =7 (35 Div yQ) sinft +Div ^ cosft +[knf f cosft sinnft dt] sinft

rt
- [knf J sinft sin nit dt ]cosft (36)

o

Integrating equation (36) with initial conditions of Div W = 0 and —DivW = 0,
vo dt vo

values of negative divergence are computed for various durations of one period
of n . The duration of t\ is the duration on the moving air parcel. This is

s g

done by assigaing different values to n, where, for example, when n = 12, the
duration of ti is 2 hours. Figure 5 shows the distributions of negative diver-

g

gence with time which were computed for one period of tj varying from 1/2 hour

to 2k hours. The curve of tj is not illustrated but always reaches a maximum

half-way through its period due to the assumptions made in equation (31*-) and
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the maxima of convergence shown in figure 6 lag behind the corresponding
maxima of r\ from as little as 1/k hour when the duration of tj is 1/2 hour,

8 g
up to about 2-1/5 hours when n lasts almost 10 hours. The values of conver-

g

gence computed from the comparison equation are usually less than those calcu
lated from the numerical solutions of the non-Jacobian equations which are
discussed next. This characteristic of the comparison equation is due to its
neglect of the factor (Div y)2.

Solution of non-Jacobian equations

The non-Jacobian equations are

§p Div y +Div V=fi,t (,37)

fg'+ ^ =-(V +tig) Mv V (38)
These are non-linear differential equations which are solved simultaneously
using a modified Euler technique explained in Scarborough [10] and outlined
below.

Establishing the initial conditions for (37) and (38) such that when time
t = 0, then Div W = 0, d/dt Div V = 0 and using (3*0 and (35) wherein the

1
definitions of f and n remain unchanged but with k equal to £ (ti -f)

0 u 2 v 'g 'max*
values of negative divergence for various durations and intensities of r\ are

computed. The stepwise time-incremental approximations made in these computa
tions are as foLLows: dr\

For the initial trial after time t = 0, since tj , -rrS, and f are known,

the equation used to approximate Div ^ and tj1 is

< >t =< >t +A*|tf( )tl (39)
n+1 n n

Where Div y and tj1 are alternately substituted within the parentheses, and t

refers to values at initial time, t , to values being currently approximated,

and /\b is the particular time interval being used. To correct this and all

other approximations for a particular t the equation used is

( }W( VAtfe( Wn+l) ("0)
where

Using (Uo) and (kl) successive values of Div \V and r\* are computed until the
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respective values converge. Then to approximate initially all succeeding
states for a particular JS± t, the equation used is

where tQ and t^ have the same definition.as before, and t refers to 'the
values of Div and tj« for the time interval prior to the initial time, t .To
correct this approximation, (k2), (kO), and (111.) are used as described above,
and this process is repeated for each time interval until the computed values
of negative divergence change sign. Whenever successive approximations of t)«
and Div V at any time do not converge within four trials, At is made
smaller to avoid errors in computing convergence. Using the above technique, *
values of negative divergence were computed for durations of r\ lasting 1/2
hr., 1 hr., 2hr., k hr., and 8 hr., and with values of (tj -f) varying from
0.10 hr. to an extreme value of 50.0 hr."1. These results are shown in
figures 6-10.

The values of k used may be related to the observed pressure field as
follows: The factor k is approximately

1 ,Pl *p2 +p5 *p4 ***o ,
2pr "2 >

XI

If L =100 miles, p =1.20 kg. m. ,and f equals its value at 35°N., then a
departure of linearity of 1.0 millibar will give ak value of O.0695 hrr1.

In figure 6 where the duration of t\ is 1/2 hr. and a large value of
6.0 hr. is assigned to (ig-*),^ (which equals 2k), the convergence curve
tends to negative infinity in little over an hour after inception, whereas

assigning another large value of Ug-^max °f 3'° hr*"1 results in convergence
of an average magnitude spread out over a period of 6 hours, while a lesser

value of (Tlg-fJjjj^ of 1*0 hr*" develops convergence closely approaching the
comparison equation curve. Reviewing these results, it would seem that intense,
short-lived values of (ng-f^ would produce infinite convergence over small
areas in a very brief time. Since friction precludes such an occurrence in the
atmosphere, this mathematical result is comparable to the extreme intense small-
area rainfall. For an equal duration of r\ , values of (tj -f) of an order

g x or H13X

of magnitude greater than a commonly observed value merely produce average con
vergence. The curves in figure 7 indicate somewhat similar results for n

having a duration of 1 hour, but in figure 8 where the duration is 2 hours,
the boundary between infinite and measurable convergence lies between fn -f)
i-l-l g max

of 1.4 hr. and 1.0 hr. . This boundary is decreased as duration of r\ is

increased, and the lower limit of (tj -f) approaches more closely to commonly
observed values, say 0.5 hr. .
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Figure 9, where the duration of „ is hhours, de.onstre.tes some inter-
esting results.along this line. Consider the curve where k=0.15 or
(V fLx =°*30 hr'" • ^s cunre is fairly symmetrical about amaximum
convergence development of approximately 0.17* hr."1 and shows no signs of
instability or tendency to become infinite. As kis increased the peaks of
the curves of convergence become more skewed until when k=0.28 or
*V f*max =°*56 hr* >a2°*** is reached where the boundary between
measurable convergence (in this case O.^hr."1) and infinite convergence is
very critical. Asimilar condition is shown in figure 10 where the duration
of tj is 8 hours.

g >

In light of these results, the following conclusions are suggested. First
short-lived and even intense anomalies of „ should not be followed by large
values of convergence, Then given afield in which these brief, intense varia
tions do occur, their combined effects, while they cannot be discounted, do not
produce as intense or prolonged values of convergence as do longer durations
but weaker intensities of y Acomparison of figures 6and 10 will demonstrate
thas argument. In figure 6, with aduration of „g of 1/2 hour, and avalue of
(V f)max_ 2,° br- >th*n the maximum convergence =0.27 hr."1, and the dura
tion of convergence is about 6hours. In figure 10 with avalue or (1, -f)

-1 s max
-0.3 hr. ,then the maximum convergence is 0.U3 hr."1, and the duration of
convergence is almost 10 hours. Figures U through 16 demonstrate this further,
in each case, the intensity of ^ is the same and the only argument in
the resulting distribution of convergence is the duration of n. m all cases
it can be seen that the longer the duration of y the greater* the time diff
erence between maximum i,g and maximum convergence. Therefore, while brief
durations of intense „g exist, an analysis of apotential rain-producing field
may be evaluated by utilizing the appreciable lag in convergence resulting
from smaller values of r,g lasting from 2to 8hours which have been demonstrated
to be the predominant contributors to convergence in the over-all situation.
Part 2of this report will be concerned with the application of these techniques
to synoptic situations.
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8. VOLUMETRIC APPROACH TO MOISTURE

Empirical studies have shown that, in heavy rainfall situations, a very
high percentage of the volume of moisture entering the cyclonic region of a
pressure system falls out as precipitation. In a winter month it was found
that the volume of precipitation was equal to 80 percent of the volume of
moisture flowing into the country across the Gulf Coast between San Antonio
and Tallahassee [11]. In Bart 2 of this report it was found that on a more
limited time and area! basis an even Jiigher percentage of the moisture enter
ing a cyclonic region falls out as precipitation. It is proposed that these
relationships can be used to forecast the average depth of precipitation over
an area provided that the area can be approximated by the use of dynamic tra
jectories and the divergence development equations.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three results seem to be in agreement:(l) if dynamic trajectories are con
structed for four corners of a square area in a current entering a cyclonic
region of moderate intensity the area frequently ghtHwVg to zero; (2) numeri
cal integration of the divergence development shows that with certain moderate
values of cydonicity in the horizontal pressure field the values of divergence
approach negative infinity; (3) in many intense rainfall situations the volume
of precipitation is nearly equal to the volume of moisture entering the cydon-
ic portion of the system.

Numerical integration of the divergence development equations suggest the
following condusions: (1) Intense low-level convergence develops at times,
after cydonic features have formed in the horizontal pressure field and some
what downstream from such features; (2) short-lived cydonic features - say
those that last only a half-hour or so - or those that move rapidly across a
moving current have a very small effect on the devdopment of convergence; (3)
very large vdues of cydonicity lasting an hour or so can produce very large
vdues of convergence within a very short time.
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Rgures in polygons are percentages of initial area.
Distances between o's represent one hour's travel.
Pressure in millibars.

Vg =geostrophic wind.
Vj =initial actual wind.

Figure 1. - Development of convergence
as shown by dynamic trajectories
in a pressure field with cyclonic
shear lasting one hour.
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Figure 2. - Development of convergence as shown by dynamic trajectories in a
pressure field with cydonic curvature.
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PART 2. SYNOPTIC STUDIES ILLUSTRATING THE PRINCIPLES

K. R. Peterson, C. W. Cochrane, arid S. Molansky

•Hydrologic Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

[Manuscript received January 27, 1959* revised November 13, 1959]

1. INTRODUCTION

<

Part 2 is concerned with the synoptic evidence for the hypothesis devel
oped in Part 1. In particular it is desired to see whether, in observed heavy
rainfall situations: (1) the rainfall was preceded by cydonicity in the sur
face pressure field, (2) if by computations of dynamic trajectories it is
possible to explain the location of the heavy rainfall, and (3) what, portion
of the volume of moisture flowing into the cydonic portion of a system fell
as precipitation.

Other questions that enter the discussion are: (l) whether the present
network of stations and the present qudity of pressure observations are good
enough to determine the cydonicity even if it exists, (2) how detailed an
analysis of the data is needed.

Studies confined to cases where it is known that heavy rainfall has oc
curred provide, of course, verification only for the minimization of Type I
statisticd errors. A later and more time-consuming stage in such investiga
tions is that of whether the cydonic and moisture characteristics are dways'
followed by heavy rainfall and of the magnitude indicated. The latter ques
tion is answered to some extent by the skill shown in routine application of
the concepts to forecasting, which will be reported in Part 3 of this report.

Quantitative precipitation "forecasts" were made for the following
storms: (a) Hurricane Diane, Aug. 17-19, 1955; (b) Holt, Mo. storm, June 22,
19*j-7; and (c) Hallett, Okla. storm, Sept. 3-k, 19^0. These storms were se
lected because they produced heavy concentrated rainfall of an intensity not
predicted using standard macro-andytic techniques. The "forecasts" were
made using actud andyses of the pressure and moisture fields.

The maps prepared for studying these storms were: (a) hourly or 3-hourly
sea level pressure andyses for a 1-millibar isobar intervd plotted on one
to five million map bases; (b) gradient level or 2,000-foot wind charts; and
(c) 3-hour isohyetd maps. With the exception of the Holt, Mo. storm the data
for the surface maps are from origind observers* records. Data for the Holt
storm were obtained from WBAN Andysis Center maps. The isohyetd map data
were obtained from U. S. Weather Bureau Hydrologic Bulletins and Hourly Precip
itation Data.
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It was shown in Part 1 that if the variation of geostrophic vorticity,
tj j of a subtantid quantity of air, passing through a pressure fidd is
6

assumed to be sinusoidal with time, such as is shown by the curves on the left
in figures 1 and 2, the solution of the divergence-development equations of
Part 1 gives a time distribution of convergence similar to the curves shown on
the right in the-diagrams, the exact shape of the curves being dependent upon
the duration and amplitude of the tj curve. Figure 1 shows how a variation in

6
duration of tj affects the convergence, while figure 2 shows the effect of a

6

variation.in the amplitude of tj upon the convergence. An increase in duration
o

or amplitude of tj causes an increase in convergence. On the weather map this
S

shows up as a decrease in the ared extent or an increase in the magnitude of
a region of geostrophic shear or curvature. In developing the forecast, proce
dure, initially an attempt was made to apply these resdts directly to the
synoptic examples. In order to accomplish this the variation of geostrophic
vorticity of individud parcels must be determined. An attempt was made to
measure the duration and amplitude of tj of actud air parcels and compare

g

these with the theoreticd cases, thereby giving the time and space distribu
tion of convergence. Actually, the variation of vorticity dong trajectories
in the vicinity of vorticity maxima for the storms being studied was dosely
sinusoidd, as was determined by severd plots of tj vs. time. Therefore it

was possible to compare these cases with the theoreticd cases. (Laplacians
of pressure taken from surface maps or b-vdues where b =£. yp were used in

place of vorticity.) In Part 1 the solution of the comparison equation in
dicated convergence vdues which were much too small, that is, an extremely
larse b wodd be required to produce ody light or moderate precipitation.

° max
Therefore the solutions to the non-Jacobian equations were applied. However,
most of these cases gave infinite convergence within a few hours, even with a
relatively small b . This condition is represented by the solid curve in

max

figure 1 and the dashed curve in figure 2.

It was decided to develop a prediction technique using the basic resdts
of the theory; i.e., that a geostrophic vorticity maximum is followed by a
convergence maximum downstream and that the time lag is of the order of hours.
Geostrophic vorticity presents itself on the surface map in the form of shear
of the geostrophic wind or of curvature in the isobars. Therefore if an air
current passes through a region of cydonic shear or curvature, precipitation
can be expected downstream, provided that the air is sufficiently moist. The
location of this rainfall is determined by the intensity and configuration of
the pressure field and by trajectories obtained from the arc-strike technique
developed by Goodyear [1]. The amount of rainfall, is determined from the
moisture transport inflow.

2. FORECASTING PROCEDURE

Initid map time and forecast length

The first steps in the forecasting procedure are to select the initid
map time and the length of the forecast. The forecast can begin at any time,
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but in practice this wodd probably be when the isobars at a particular time
indicate an increase in geostrophic wind shear or in curvature over the pre
ceding map. The length of the forecast, i.e., the time from beginning to end
of precipitation should be long enough for the convergence of parcds to reach
a maximum and return close to zero downstream. From the theoreticd results

of Part 1 this length of time shodd be 9 hours for a weak vorticity maximum*
and 3 to 6 hours for strong to moderate vorticity maxima. *'

Prognostic maps

In order to determine the trajectories throughout the forecast period it
is necessary to prepare prognostic maps for the length of the forecast period.
These maps shodd be for at least 3-kour periods or for 1-hour periods in
cases of sharp shear or curvature. Particular attention -shodd be paid to the
regions of shear and curvature. In the examples presented in this chapter,
actud verifying pressure maps have been used in order to eliminate prognostic
map errors.

Regions of shear or curvature

Isobars are examined for regions of shear and curvature. At this point,
with some experience at constructing trajectories as described in [1], it is
possible to make a quditative forecast of where precipitation will occur by
making trajectories by eye and thereby determining the approximate location
of precipitation. The next steps in the procedure are to locate more dosely
where the rain will fall out and then to determine the volume of precipitation.

Trajectories

First, it is necessary to determine the region of future convergence
downstream from the shear and curvature. This is done by taking a sufficient
number of trajectories to define the field of flow through this region. !Rie
trajectories shodd begin upstream from the region of shear and/or curvature
and shodd extend beyond the forecast time. In the cases presented, trajec
tories have been taken at 1 or 1-1/2 hour intervds, and the actud winds used
in the procedure have been taken from 2000-foot or second standard levd pibd
charts while the geostrophic winds have been taken from sea level charts.
From these trajectories it is possible to delineate the left and right or
laterd boundaries of the convergence region. The boundaries of the conver
gence region are defined by two trajectories within which there is a decrease
of area during equd periods of time.

The upstream and downstream boundaries of the convergence region are de
termined by the intensity and configuration of the shear or curvature of the
isobars and by the dewpoint depression in the inflow region. These boundaries
are shown in figure 3 dong with the laterd boundaries of the convergence
region. The solid lines are trajectories, while the dashed lines indicate the
inflow boundary, the line of maximum shear and/or curvature, and the bounda
ries of the convergence region. In the synoptic studies presented, the exact
relation between the upstream and downstream boundaries is not known. This
relation must be determined empirically; however, such a rdation cannot be
developed using a limited number of cases but will be presented after more
storms have been investigated. For the purpose of this report these
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boundaries were chosen from the actud isohyetd maps. From Part 1 and dso
from the cases studied, the upstream boundary is 0 to 3 hours, while the down
stream boundary is k to 10 hours travel time from the region of maximum shear
and/or curvature.

Moisture transport

The moisture transport across a boundary or inflow volume can be express
ed by the equation

where

Iy =L V^ Wt (1)

2
I = inflow volume (mi. in.)
v

= distance between A and A* (mi.) (fig. 3)

V = mean inflow wind speed at gradient wind level
n during forecast period
W = precipitable water (inches of depth) during forecast

period

t = duration of forecast (hours from beginning to end of
precipitation)

This equation gives the volume of moisture which will be transported across L
and will enter the inflow region during the time of the forecast. L shodd
be measured in the maximum shear or curvature region or slightly upstream and
shodd be oriented so that it is perpendicdar to V • V is computed from the

n n

observed mean gradient wind speed normd to L during the forecast -period.
This wind shodd be the same as the wind determined from the trajectories
across L. The precipitable water, W, is computed in 100-mb. layers from the
surface to to) mb. The value of W shodd be taken as dosely as possible to
the forecast time and dso from one or more stations in the vicinity of the
boundary L. The duration, t, of the forecast is determined by the upstream
and downstream boundaries of the inflow region, which, in turn are determined
by the configuration of the isobars, as was indicated in the previous section.

Efficiency

Admittedly, all of the moisture transported across L does not fall out
as precipitation. The continuity equation between precipitation volume and
inflow volume can be written

where

P = W^ + I - 0 - W (2)
v b v v e

p = precipitation

W^ = moisture initially within inflow region
b

I - inflow
v

°v - outflow
We = moisture within inflow region at end of time period
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A quantity which is a measure of the efficiency of the precipitation pro
cess can be defined by

E = y- (3)
V

The efficiency as defined assumes that the moisture which does not precipitate
within the inflow area is either transported out of the area as outflow or
causes an increase in the precipitable water within the area. This efficiency
cannot be determined from such a small number of cases. Theory shows that the
efficiency is dependent upon the magnitude and configuration of the geostro
phic vorticity or the shear of the geostrophic wind and curvature of the iso
bars. (See Part 1.) This relation may be determined after more storms have
been investigated.

*

The remainder of Part 2 is concerned with the application of these fore
cast techniques to the three synoptic examples mentioned previously.

3. HURRICANE DIANE

Storm features

The first storm studied was hurricane Diane which entered the United

States maidand near Wilmington, N. C. on August 17, 1955 and. passed out to
sea on August 19, 1955 south of New England. A detailed track of the storm,
based upon hourly pressure analyses, is shown in figure k* A decrease of
storm speed in northern Virginia is noticeable from 0130 EST to 0730 EST
August 18 as the storm changed direction and began to move toward the north
east. The track of a secondary center which formed about 60 nauticd miles
northeast of the primary center during the morning of August 18 is dso shown.
The squares show the location of cities mentioned in the text.

Hurricane Diane was notable for the heavily concentrated precipitation
which fell in the Northeast after the center had filled and moved a consider
able distance idand (Aug. 18). However, the 2U-hour volume of rainfall with
in the 1-inch isohyet on the day the storm moved idand (Aug. 17) was almost
the same as the volume of rainfall on August 18. Using Schoner's and Molansky's
[2] isohyetd maps shown in figures 5 and 6 and applying a 50-mile-square grid
within the 1-inch isohyet, 172,000 mi.2in. of precipitation were obtained from
midnight to midnigit August 17 while 181,000 mi.2 in. of rain occurred during
the same time intervd on August 18. An examination of figure 5 indicates that
the 1-inch isohyet extends over the ocean. No attempt has been made to approx
imate this extension; therefore the volume of rainfall on August 17 can rea
sonably be adjusted upwards, doser to the value on August 18. Such an
andysis indicates that the volume of precipitation on August 17 was about the
same as the volume which caused serious flooding in the Northeast on August 18,
the difference between the two days being that the rainfall on the latter day
was more concentrated.

The pressure profile of the center with respect to time is given in figure
7. A generd filling is evident from the time the hurricane crossed the coast
(at 0730 EST Aug. 17) until 1330 EST August 18, after which time the center be
gan to deepen slowly.
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Figure 8 illustrates severd pressure profiles taken from the center of
the storm toward the northeast, the region of maximum curvature. These indi
cate a sligitly curved profile at 0730 EST August 17, becoming nearly linear
by 0730 EST August 18. At 1330 EST the effect of the secondary center is evi
dent as a dip in the profile about 80 miles from the primary center. By 1930
EST the centrd pressure has decreased and the profile has returned to
approximate linearity.

Maps indicating the times of beginning and ending of heavy rainfall are
shown in figures 9 and 10. The isochrones are drawn for every 3 hours and
are for Eastern Standard Time. In order to diminate small, unimportant
amounts, the time of beginning of precipitation was defined as the time when
the rainfall rate began to equd or exceed 0.20 in. hr.-l and remained above
this amount for at least two consecutive hours. The time of ending of precip
itation was the hour when the succeeding hourly rainfall amounts were less
than 0.20 in. for two hours or more. The heavy New England rainfall on the
morning of the 18th is not shown. The isochrones indicate the time-of begin
ning and ending of ody the major bursts. The duration of the heavy rainfall
was obtained from the above figures and is shown in figure U.

Precipitation ^forecasts for Diane were made for initidmap times of
0130 EST and 1030 EST August 18, and 0130 EST August 19, 1955. These times
were selected because they were followed (during the succeeding 6-9 hours) by
light, moderate, and heavy rain, respectively.

Forecast beginning 0130 EST August 18

Consider first the surface map for 0130 EST August 18 (fig. 12). The
hurricane center was located near Lynchburg, Va. with a line of maximum
curvature extending toward the north-northeast. Also there was some cydonic
shear between Iynchburg and Blackstone and between Richmond and Urbana, Va.
A forecast of rainfall in the vicinity of the low center was made first. From
a quditative examination of the isobars, rain during the next 6-9 hours
codd be expected to fall innorthern Virginia and eastern West Virginia.

Figures 13 and Ik show the surface maps for 0^30 EST and 0730 EST August
18. It can be seen from these maps that the trough line (cydonic curvature)
had sharpened while the regions of shear diminished somewhat.

In order to make a quantitative forecast, trajectories were taken east
of the hurricane center (fig. 15). All trajectories were taken beginning at
the initid time and it was assumed that they remained constant for the full
period of the forecast. A sufficient number of trajectories was taken to de
fine the convergent region (shown by the hatched area). The arc strike inter
vd was 1-1/2 hours. Initid winds were sdected from 2000-ft. wind charts
for 2200 EST August 17 and OHOO EST August 18. From the figure, AA» was chosen
for L (120 nauticd miles), the line across which inflow is to take place.
Convergence was forecast to take place within the interpolated trajectories
between A and A*. The starting points of the trajectories were chosen so that
they formed a line, L, perpendicdar to V . V (18 knots) was measured by

interpolation from 2000-foot wind charts. W (2.12 inches) was measured at
Hatteras, N.C. at 2200 EST August 17. The time intervd chosen was 6 hours.
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The moisture transport was equd to 27,500 mi.2 in. The duration of rainfall
was taken from the verifying isohyetd map (fig. 17) but is related to the
magnitude of the shear and curvature and the dewpoint depression in the vi
cinity of the shear and curvature.

The dashed line in figure 17 indicates the inflow area. The actud
volume of rain which fell within this area was 10,700 mi. in. The totd*
volume of rain in this area and surrounding region was 28,500 mi.2 in. These
resdts give a rainfall efficiency of 39 percent within the inflow area and
10^ percent for the inflow vs. totd area. With the exception of some rain
fall to the rigit of the inflow area (in the vicinity of Washington, D. C.),
^all of the appreciable rain fell well within the inflow area. By dividing
the volume of precipitation as determined by inflow considerations by the in
flow area, one obtains the average computed rainfall. In this case this was
1.7 in., while the observed average precipitation within the inflow area was
0.7 in.

The observed isohyetd pattern (fig. 17) indicates a second area of rain
fall in the Northeast. A forecast of this rainfall was dso made for the same

initid map time (0130 EST Aug. 18.) From the surface maps during the fore
cast period (figs. 12 through Ik) it can be seen that there is weak cydonic
shear and curvature extending from Philaddphia, Pa. to Nantucket, Mass. On
this basis, a quditative forecast of rainfall in southern New York and
southern New England was attempted. Trajectories for this area taken for
1-1/2 hour arc-strikes and with initid winds sdected from extrapolation of
2000-ft. winds are shown in figure 16. The trajectories show isolated regions
of convergence separated by areas of divergence with no indication of a large-
scde precipitation area. Figure 17 shows the observed isohyetd map for the
6-hour period. It can be seen that moderate precipitation occurred in a band
from northeastern Pennsylvania to eastern Massachusetts. The inability of the
trajectories to indicate this precipitation possibly may be attributed to the
following:

1. Incorrect initid winds obtdned by extrapolation over water of a few
coastd observations.

2. Incorrect andysis of the sea levd pressure fields. Although a num
ber of ship observations were available, some discrepancy was noted between
adjacent ship's pressures, making a consistent andysis difficdt. Mast of the
ships failed to send a sufficient number of observations to determine systemat
ic errors which codd have been corrected. Those ships that did, gave some
evidence that the curvature of the isobars offshore codd have been greater
than shown.

3« Precipitation effects not discernible by the technique presented in
this section.

Forecast beginning 1030 EST August 18

The second initid forecast time was 1030 EST, August 18. At this time,
Diane's primary center was in northern Virginia while a secondary center had
begun to develop to the west of Bdtimore, Mi. (see fig. 18). Considerable
shear and curvature was present to the east of this center. By 1330 EST
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(fig. 19) the secondary center had developed further and the curvature to the
east was still present. At 1630 EST (fig. 20) the secondary center had prac
tically vanished but the curvature was still present. From this shear and
curvature, a qualitative forecast of rainfall downstream from this region,
i.e., in centrd and eastern Pennsylvania, is indicated. In order to make a
.quantitative forecast, trajectories were taken to the east and west of the
secondary center (fig. 21). Again, the arc-strike intervd was 1-1/2 hours
and initid winds were sdected from 2000-ft. wind charts for 1000 ESC and
I60O EST August 18. Line AA! on figure 21 was chosen for L (120 nauticd
miles) since the end points of this line represented the laterd bounds of the
convergent region. V (18 knots) was measured by interpolation from the

2000-ft. wind charts. W (2.12 inches) was taken at Washington, D. C. for the
1000 EST observation. The inflow was measured for a 6-hour period. The mois
ture transport was equd to 27,500 mi.2 in. The upstream and downstream
boundaries were selected from the observed isohyetd map. The upstream bound
ary was one hour's travd time from the line of maximum curvature while the
downstream boundary was 6 hours' travd time later. The inflow area is des
ignated by cross-hatching.

The verifying isohyetd map is shown in figure 22. On this map, the
dashed line indicates the inflow area. The actud precipitation volume was

! 17,600 mi.in., giving an efficiency of 67 percent. It can be seen that most .
j of the rain fell within the inflow area, the main exception being to the
I south. This rain was probably due to the fact that some upstream cydonic
j vorticity was occurring prior to 1030 EST. The average moisture inflow com-
J puted over the inflow area amounted to 3*1 in. while the average actud pre-
| cipitation over the same area was 2.1 in.

\ One interesting feature of the surface maps during this time period was
\ the change in the isobars and wind fidd southeast of the storm center between
j 1030 EST and 1630 EST (figs. 18 and 20). At 1030 EOT the isobars in the
\ Chesapeake Bay and Lower Potomac region were oriented NNE-SSW;by 1630 EST they
; had become more nearly NE-SE. This shift caused a change in the trajectories,
I moving the maximum precipitation region eastward with time. Figure 9, showing
{ the time of beginning of persistent rainfall greater than 0.20 in. per hour
jj shows a rapid eastward spread of the rainfall maximum in the vicinity of
I Philadelphia (Point Breeze) with that station receiving I.60 inches between
f 1700 EST and 1900 EST. Another effect was to shift abruptly the rainfall max-
( imum from eastern Pennsylvania to southwestern Massachusetts shortly before
j midnigit of the 18th. Althougi not used directly, the surface maps, for 1930
jj EST and 2230 EST, August 18 are shown in figures 23 and 2k.

I Forecast beginning 0130 EST August 19

' The third time period studied began at 0130 EST August 19. At this time,
the center of Diane was near Philaddphia, moving east-northeastward (fig. 25).
Figure 26 for 0^30 EST and figure 27 for 0730 EST show this progression and
dso indicate a region of geostrophic wind shear near the center and geostro
phic curvature extending outward from the center through Long Idand and dong
the southern coast of New England. From a quditative viewpoint, rainfall can
be expected downstream from this region of cydonic vorticity, or over centrd
and southern New England.
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tude S SfJj?JT£ a^M*itftlw termination of the location and magnitude of the inflow area, trajectories were taken beginning south of thA^S™of shear ^curvature as shown in figure 28. The'elS c^ergLc^!"
£rd/whUe^?to^e £*+ *traJect°^ to tte ^ft curves sharply west!wara, wruaethat to the right curves eastward. The western conversance hound
ary Is located at the point where the parcels begin to ™ aSTSS £cf
tiS was^et '̂l n^ £l°?8erV1 iSOhyetal "* the be^in« ^PreciS-t^ ^^ i hour downstream from the line of maximum curvature. The
time of ending of precipitation was set at 6 hours. These boundaries set off
the area over which the transport of moisture was expectel to«Ti!f
ture transport was equal to 28,100 mi.2in.

dicate^thf^f isohyetal map is shown in figure 29. The dashed line in
dicates the inflow area. The observed volume within this area was 2=5 pool* 2
tt'X^wS1^0^83 peroeat- xt can * ~ tSySt&g Si
wv,fr?„ H^ the lnaow "^ and that the aaximum rainfall of over 7
££» L^wf/^ °eDter 2* the area' me avera«« PrecipitatioTcompSel
2T«^STJ^ OT6r ^ ^^^°Sea was 5'3 *»• wh""e *» observed aver-age rainfall over the same area was 2.8 in.

k. THE HOLT, MO. STORM

Storm features

at HnT±el2 **%?*<? ra^fen in k2 minUtes on the evening of June 22, 19^7at Holt, Mo., 27 miles northeast of Kansas City. A synoptic andysis of the
55V51 ^S^S[3h ^sea level pre*sure S-- SrSS cst!1530 CST, and 1830 CST presented in Lotfs artide, together with another 1-mb
analysis prepared from the WBAN manuscript map for 2130 CST, were SSdS tttLs

The technique used in this storm to outline the area of horizontd conver
ge is somewhat different from the method used in the hurricane Diane study.
QMS is because the sea levd pressure pattern in this storm was changing rap-
%EJ? 1fgth £ the baS6line across which the **•*" inflow ^taSngplace decreased considerably during the storm period. *«ang

„^TheJlea'Vl rain at H0lt was associated with ameso-Low which developed in
northeastern Kansas between 1230 CST. and 1530 CST June 22. This meso-Low,
which does not appear on the WBAN maps with 3-mb. isobar spacing, moved east
ward into centrd Missouri and weakened considerably by 2130 CST.

Area of horizontd convergence

Otoe southern boundary of the area of horizontd convergence was taken as
a straight line approximately normd to the moist southerly current east of the
meso-Iow center and, as nearly as possible, through the mean line of maximum
curvature of the sea levd isobars between 1530 CST and 2130 CST. This line
will be called the baseline.

Trajectories were constructed, beginning on the baseline at 1530 CST and
1830 CST (figs. 3U and 35). The arc-strike technique (see [1]) was used,
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winds used in the arc-str^elS we^ SSaSS f™ ^^f0^
level maps mentioned above Th^^Zt!. . TOm the. 3-hourly sea
where possible. SfS'seSs were »In« "^"V" 1_1/2 hOUr "»«*•Pressure gradient occurr^ Stl^^Sf^a^e^fS *» «»
15=50 Sr^f ^ *TaJeotories <* air parcels starting on the baseline at

172 nluticaTSles. nZ ^'Bh2^Tlt\^ b&Seline at 155° Cac lson the baseline at la^O^/toSr^ith SK^V* ^ ^^ starti°SParcels for 1830-2130^.^SiLT^^^^

trough, with large nega^aCslusTto^ ET^SE^
figures 31-33 show the values of £2y2 p ^p+p+p+p.^

oo^rince^^t'L^eSS rela^r^^*8 *«" ™ «*the^lacians become -SmaS^^ «

just s\ksS'sis s ^rTOcxr8eno?Hat ^ cst was *•*-2130 CST was taken Jus? t^he^asfofiS^SSSon* lo^T^^LS
liae lengths! 1^8^ a^Tc^ts $?££££» " * ^
™« ^LS2*88*? convereence outlined for 1530-2130 CST and 1830-2150 CSTwere drawn on the same map, together with the a=w f qJ w?/ « ,
velope indosine these areL ™^L * f C T baseline^ A smooth en-
zontd oaa^^^^^^^^^J10 show the total ar^ of hori-

Inflow volume

mean baseline normal to Vn was then computed. This was 137 nautical miles and
is the value of L used to compute moisture inflow.

The vSueTfTchose^^^^^^ fe *~ * **• i.
s\:asrrrr^ r*~™ *"!^ srSo'srazrzng at Columbia, *,. For forecasting, it would have been necessary to usTan
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Table 1. - Precipitable water (in.) SFC-!>00 mb. June 22, I9U7

Station
Time (CST)

0900 2100

Omaha, Nebr.
Columbia, Mo.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Little Rock, Ark.

1.1k
I.63
1.50
1.70
1.80 (1000 CST)

1.01

l.$k
1.11 (2200 CST)
1.70
2.02

earlier sounding, e. g., the average of the vdues at Columbia, Mo. and
Oklahoma City at 0900 CST. That wodd have been 1.57 in.

From equation (1), the moisture inflow was found to equd 36,700
(n. mi.) in.

Precipitation volume

A 6-hour isohyetd map (fig. 36) was constructed for the period 1500-2100
CST, using ody recording-gage data, except for the 12-in. amount at Holt.
From this map the totd volume of precipitation within the totd area of
horizontd convergence determined above was computed. This amounted to 27,UOO
/ \2 p
(n.mi.) in., which is an average of I.39 in. for the 19,700 (n.mi.) area.

Comparison of precipitation with inflow

From equation (2), if W=l.$k in., W. =30,300(n. miif is the volume of
2

precipitable water suspended over the 19,700 (n.mi.) area in vapor form at
the beginning of the period. This is nearly equd to the computed inflow
volume for the following 6 hours. Assuming W = W,, 0 =1 -P = 36,700 -

0 eb.vvv^'1
27,to0 = 9300 (n.mi.) in. is the outflow volume. On the other hand, if

°v s°9 We" Wb =V" Pv =95°° (n*mi-)2in- is the increase in volume of
precipitable water over the area during the period.

In this study,

E- r; - 3^700 - °-71f7
This ratio migit have been somewhat higier if all available reports had

been used in constructing the isohyetd map instead of just recording»gage
data.

sssas
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5. THE HALLETT, OKLA. STORM

On September k, 191*0 a 24-inch rainfall occurred at Hallett, Okla.,
located 35 miles WNW of Tdsa. This unusud storm which has been studied
extensively by Iott [k] constituted a record for Oklahoma since the '24-inch
rainfall at Hallett, as established and verified by Corps of Engineers
bucket-survey teams, occurred during the 11 hours between 0000 and 1030 CST
of the 4th

i! ! Data

i i

Since the usud macro-andysis techniques did not account for this in
tense rainfall, it was decided to seek an explanation using the methods pro
posed in this paper. First, a series of hourly surface maps from 1800 CST *
September 3 through .1200 CST September 4 were andyzed for 1-millibar
intervds. Most of the data for these maps were obtained from origind ob
servers1 records and barograph traces, dthough some data were obtdned from
WBAN Andysis Center maps. Maps at 3-hour intervds during this time period
are shown in figures 37-43. Tne star on each of these diagrams denotes the
location of Hallett.

Shear and curvature

An examination of the map for 1800 CST Sept. 3 (fig. 37), 6 hours prior
to the start of heavy rain at Hallett, showed slight cyclonic shear and cur
vature present in eastern Oklahoma. Despite small pressure rises occurring
east and north of Oklahoma, this pattern persisted until 2100 CST of the 3d
with little change in tiie configuration of the isobars. However, at this
time the map (fig. 38) showed a substantid increase in cyclonic shear and
curvature in eastern Oklahoma. 1Further examination of the maps from 2100 CST
of the 3d to 0900 CST of the 4th (all figs. 38-43) showed continuing cyclonic
shear and curvature present over eastern Oklahoma of a sufficient magnitude
to indicate that the rain at Hallett might be explained by this earlier up
stream shear and curvature. In order to eliminate bias in the isobaric and
ysis, a simple finite-difference computation of the geostrophic shear from
Oklahoma City, Okla. to Fort Smith, Ark. for the entire series of maps was
made, using the observed pressures at Oklahoma City, McAlester and Fort Smith.
These resdts, shown in table 2, indicated an abrupt increase in the geostro
phic wind shear at 2100 CST of the 3d which lasted until 0400 CST of the 4th.
After 0400 CST, the region of shear shifted westward and was not picked up by
the fixed pressure vdues used to assess the shear.

Trajectories

In order to investigate fully the effect of the shear line on air par
cels crossing it, and thereby establish areas of convergence and divergence
downstream, a number of trajectories were taken from points south and south
east of the shear line. Using the arc-strike technique [1] these were start
ed at 1900 and 2200 CST of the 3d, and 0200 and 0500 CST of the ton where
initid winds for each trajectory were interpolated from 6-hourly 2000-ft.
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winds-doft charts. Figure 44 shows a composite of these trajectories. It
may be seen that they tend to follow a somewhat similar pattern for the entire
period of the trajectories. The dots are at 1-hour intervds. The heavy
lines are the boundaries of the convergent area, and thus establish a generd

! area within which precipitation was expected to occur.

j Inflow volume
l

The techniques outlined in the introduction to this chapter were then
] employed to delineate this inflow area, shown in figure 45, and to determine
) the volume of moisture inflow. The components of the moisture transport
| equation were obtained as follows. L was'drawn at the region of maximum
| shear as the mean perpendicdar between the bounding trajectories and was 80
I statute miles. V was the interpolated mean wind normd to L for the entire
? n

i forecast period and was taken from 2000-ft wind charts. V measured in this
J n
\ manner equded 27 m.p.h. and agreed with the mean V taken from the trajecto-

| ries. The precipitable water, W, was computed using the raob for Brownsville,
i Tex. at 0000 CST Sept. 3, and gave a vdue of 2.02 in. While the flow of
| moisture across the centrd Gulf of Mexico, particdarly in the vicinity of

New Orleans, might have been more representative of the air reaching Oklahoma
| during the rainfall period, the limited upper air network of 1940 did not pro-
j vide this data. The raob report closest to the inflow area and in the warm
1 air was Brownsville. A comparison of the Brownsville raob for 0000 CST of the
! 3d with that of Oklahoma City (which was adjacent to the inflow area) for
j 0000 CST of the 4th indicated that the Brownsville raob was representative of
] the amount of precipitable water in the inflow area. Finally, the boundaries
j of the inflow area where rain wodd start and where the rain burst wodd end
'; were taken from the isohyetd maps. The upstream boundary was taken 1 hour
] downstream from the shear region. Since the geostrophic wind shear in this

storm was exceptionally large, these boundaries follow the hypothesis that
strong cyclonic vorticity over a small area is followed by heavy short-
duration rainfall bursts downstream. Since the shear held for 12 hours, the
3-hour volumetric amount of moisture within this region was quadrupled. In

-this manner, the inflow area was delineated and the 12-hour inflow volume
« beginning at 22GD CST of the 3d was measured by solving the moisture transport
- equation for the above data, giving an inflow volume of 52,400 mi-.2in. Di
viding the initid inflow volume by the inflow area (8600 mi.2), gave an
average depth of 6.1 inches.

Precipitation volume

The depth-duration-area curve for the Hallett storm as prepared by Lott
[4] was used to obtain the observed precipitation volume. 'Using an area of
8600 -mi. and a duration of 12 hours, the observed average precipitation of
the storm is 5.8 in., which means a volume of 49,900 mi.2in. over the inflow
area. Thus the area under consideration received 95.percent of the volume of
rdn computed from inflow considerations. It is felt that this method of
verification was vdid for this case of an intense, short-lived storm within
which the area of interest received almost all its rain within 12 hours since
the depth-duration-area curves are drawn on the basis of the maximum average
depth of rainfall over an area for given time increments, usually 6 hours.
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The totd raiafall for the Hallett, Okla. storm is dso shown in [k]. This
map is for a 90-hour period, but almost all the rainfall occurred between
0000 and 1030 CST, September 4, 1940. Comparing the region of precipitation
with the inflow area (fig. 45) it can be seen that except for small areas in
the vicidty of Wichita, Kans. and southwest of Tdsa, Okla., all important
rain is encompassed by the inflow area, and accordingly depth-duration-area
values for the storm were derived for the most part from within the inflow
area.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The three cases studied all show agreement to a large degree with the
hypotheses developed in the conclusion of Part 1. Cydonicity developed in
the surface pressure field before the occurrence of the heavy rdnfall. The
heavy rainfall occurred downstream from the cydonic region according t© the
wind direction at 2,000-3,000 feet above the surface and/or the geostrophic
wind. The totd volume of precipitation was, in all cases, a fairly large*
fraction (50-100 percent) of the volume of atmospheric moisture flowing into
the cyclonic area.

Table 2. - Geostrophic wind shear between Fort Smith, Ark. and Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma based upon observed pressures

Geostrophic wind Geostrophic wind
Geostrophic wind shear
between Ft.Smith and

Time ]

(CST)
?t. Smith-McAlester

(mi. hr. )

McAlester-Okla. City

(mi. hr."1)
Oklahoma City

(hr."1)

Sept.3,19^
1800 41.2 24.5 0.18 *

1900 32.0 24.5 0.08

2000 30.6 22.1 0.09

2100 35.2 4.9 0.32

2200 39.8 6.2 O.36
2300 41.2 k.9 0.39

Sept. 4,1940
0000 41.2 8.6 0.35

0100 41.2 8.6 0.35

0200 39.8 9.9 0.32

0300 38.1 11.1 0.29

0400 35.2 17.2 0.19

0500 29.1 22.1 0.07

0600 18.2 30.7 -0.13

0700 21.4 30.0 -0.09

0800 22.8 32.0 -O.KK

0900 21.4 28.3 -0.07

1000 19.9 30.0 -0.11

1100 22.8 32.0 -0.10

1200 32.0 36.9 -0.05
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Figure 9.

TIME OF BEGINNING OF
HEAVY RAINFALL (E.S.T.)
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Figure 10.
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HURRICANE DIANE
AUGUST 18-19, 1855
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Figure 11.

Figure 12. - Surface map, 0130 EST, August 18, 1955.
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Figure 13. -Surface map, 0430 EST, August 18, ;955
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Figure 14. - Surface map, 0730 EST, August 18, 1955,
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Iv= 27,500 s^.hii.ih.
Pv= /0,7oo so,, mi. in. *
E = 39%

Figure 15. - Inflow boun
dary (AA»), trajec
tories and inflow area
for forecast period
beginning 0130 EST,
Aug. 18, 1955. Dots
at 1 1/2 hour intervals,

Figure 16. - Trajectories for forecast
period beginning 0130 EST, Aug. 18,
1955. Dots at 1 l/2 hour intervals,
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Figure n. 6-hour Isohyetd Mafi

O300 - 0900EST , Au<J. I8} \S5S.

Dashed lines outline inflow area.
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Figure 18. - Surface map, 1030 EST, August 18, 1955.
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Figure 19. - Surface map, 1330 EST, August 18, 1955,
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Figure 20. - Surface map, 1630 EST, August 18, 1955,
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Dashed lines outline inflow
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Figure 23. - Surface map, 1930 EST, August 18, 1955.
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Figure 24. - Surface map, 2230 EST, August 18, 1955.
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Figure 25. - Surface map, 0130' EST, August 19, 1955.
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Figure 26. - Surface map, 0430 EST, August 19, 1955.
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Figure 27. - Surface map, 1730 EST, August 19, 1955.
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Pv B 23,200 Sq. hi In.

E - 83%

Figure 28. - Inflow boundary (AA'), trajectories, and
inflow area for forecast period beginning 0130 EST
Aug. 19, 1955. Dots are at 1 l/2 hour intervals.

isohyetal map, 0300-0900 EST,
Dashed lines outline inflow area.
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Figure 30.

1230 CST

JUNE 22, 1947
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Figure 31. - Sea level chart, 1530 CST, June 22, 1947,
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Figure 32. - Sea level chart, 1830 CST, June 22, 1947
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Figure1 33. - Sea level chart, 2130 EST, June 22, 1947.
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Figure 34. - Trajectories beginning at 1530 CST, June 22, 1947. Dots at 1 l/2
hour intervals. Dashed line shove area of convergence, 1530-2130 CST.

Figure 35. - Trajectories beginning at 1830 CST, June 22, 1947. Dots at 1.1/2
hour intervals* Dashed line shovs area of convergence, 1830-2130 CST.
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Figure 43.

SURFACE HAP

1200 CST

Sep. 4, 1940



Figure 44. - Composite of trajectories beginning at 1900 and 2200 CST, Sept. 3
and 0200 and 0500 CST, Sept. 4, 1940. Dots are at 1-hour Intervals. Heavy
lines are lateral boundaries of inflow area.

Figure 45. - Showing location of maximum shear, lateral boundaries, inflow
area, L, and V .

' ' n
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PART 3. TEST OF METHOD FOR 2^-HOUR FORECASTS

C. S. Gilman and K. R. Peterson

Hydrologic Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

[Manuscript received April 17, 1959; revised November 19, 19593

1. INTRODUCTION

Parts 1 and 2 have shown that (l) cydonicity in the horizontal pressure
field is an indicator of horizontal convergence (2) there is a volumetric con
trol on the quantity of moisture entering a given region, and (3) with the aid
of dynamic trajectories, a consideration of these factors can provide a short-
range quantitative precipitation forecast. The present paper concerns the
application and field tests of the procedures extended to a 2^-hour period.
The tests were set up to see whether, using prognostic maps of the surface
pressure field and the surface to 500-mb. precipitable water, it was possible
to forecast rainfall over the Iftiited States east of 105°W. with sufficient
accuracy and within a reasonable length of time to be of synoptic value.

Although the primary goal of the experiment was to forecast precipitation
amounts of 1 inch or more, 1/2 inch and lesser amounts were also forecast.

The forecast tests were made in three phases. Phase A was conducted
during the late winter and the spring 1957 by a single meteorologist working
for about one hour a day. During this time, it was necessary for the fore
caster to compute the precipitable water field. The meteorologist visualized
the changes that were taking place in the pressure field and the locations
of the areas of maximum cydonicity in 12 to 2k hours. He was intimately
familiar with the concepts discussed in Parts 1 and 2 as they had been devel
oped up to that time. Little emphasis was given to initial anticydonic vor
ticity of the wind or to the rapid replacement of anticydonic pressure fields
by linear or cydonic fields.

Forecasts were made at the National Meteorological Center (NMC), Suitland,
Md. on working days and were interrupted on several occasions. A copy of the
forecast was given to a neutral party during the forenoon. The forecaster
consulted only the data up to 1230 GMT and the forecast was for the period
1230 QMS today to 1230 GMT tomorrow.

Phase B was conducted by a team of three meteorologists during April
1958 at the National Meteorological Center and during May 1958 at Washington
National Airport. While the synoptic experience of each varied, all three
had a thorough knowledge of the principles involved in the technique. Two
hours were spent making the forecast for a total of 6 man-hours. A forecast
was made every working day. (The data available and the forecast period were
the same as phase A, except that the period began and ended at 1200 GMT.) By
this time precipitable water charts were being prepared by the NMC on a routine
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basis. Usually, the first hour was spent in preparing a 12-hour surface prog
nostic chart and the second hour was spent in constructing trajectories, deter
mining the volume of moisture, and making the precipitation forecast.

Phase C was conducted at Washington National Airport during March 1959 by
two meteorologists from the Hydrometeorological Section and one meteorologist
from the Airport who was trained in the technique during part of Phase B.
Three forecasts were made on each working day and on those week-ends when
significant precipitation was expected.

The first forecast was made within an hour after arriving on duty. No
formal prognostic maps and no trajectories were prepared. The latest surface
map available was for 0900 CMS,

The second forecast was made within an hour after the first forecast had'
been made. During this time, preliminary 12-hour prognostic surface isallo-
bars were drawn and trajectories were constructed where necessary. The latest
surface map available was again for 0900 GMD.

The final forecast was prepared using the 1200 GMS surface map. The pre
liminary prognostic isallobars and trajectories were modified on the basis of
the later information. The final forecast was completed within three hours
after 1200 QMS map time.

2. DETERMINING WHERE PRECIPITATION WILL OCCUR

A map showing the trajectories of all the surface air particles for the
next 2k hours would readily delineate regions of surface convergence. However,
since it is time-consuming to construct trajectories over the entire map, the
cydonicity of the surface isobars is used to determine the general regions of
convergence. Typical convergence-producing isobaric configurations are shown
in figures 1-k. They are observed cases of some of the theoretical patterns
of cydonicity given in Part 1.

Figure 1, a typical example of geostrophic wind shear, occurred at 1830
QMS on April 2k, 1957^ The region of maximum shear is shown by the dashed
lines. The shaded areas endose the 1-inch isohyets for the 2U-hour period
12 hours each side of the isobaric pattern. It can be seen that the precipi
tation occurred in the vicinity of and downstream from the region of shear.

Figure 2 shows an example of geostrophic shear and curvature as indicated
by the slanting lines. This case was observed at 1800 QMS on March 23, I958.
Again, the shaded region endoses the 1-inch isohyet for the 2^-hour period
centered at map time. The effect of the curvature is evident in the rainfall
north of the warm front. Another contributor to the rainfall in this case was
the movement of the strong pressure gradient ahead of the Low into a region
formerly having a weaker gradient. This resulted in a greater inflow of moist
air from the southeast.

A pressure fall region moving ahead of a surface Low will cause the iso
bars to the east and south of the Low to turn anticydonically. This effect
is shown in figure 3. The solid lines are isobars for 1800 QMS, April 23,
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1958, while the dashed lines are isobars 12 hours later. The turning of the
isobars resulted in a turning toward the east of the moist flow originating
in the Gulf of Mexico with a resdtant decrease of the precipitation than
might otherwise be expected.

The development of a region of isobaric curvature is shown in figure k.
The isobars for 0630 QMS, May 15, 1958 indicate ody one isobar crossing the
stationary front along the Kansas-Oklahoma border. Twenty-four hours later,
the flow from the south has increased and three isobars (dashed) cross the
front. The 1-inch isohyet is shown by the boundary of the shaded regions
downstream from the areas of curvature.

Some other isobaric configurations which are convergence-producing are:

(a) isobaric curvature changing with time from anticydonic or straight'
to more cyclonic.

(b) isobaric gradient decreasing with time, resulting in the deceler
ation and turning to the right of the air parcels.

(c) development of an open trough within a V-shaped trough, thereby
bringing about a region of cydonic shear dong the eastern bound
ary of the trough.

After a close inspection of the isobars on the current map and on the
prognostic map, the generd areas of convergence are outlined. The convergence
regions are more dosely located by taking trajectories into them. Goodyear
[1] discussed the theory and application of dynamic trajectories. The start
ing points for taking trajectories are obtained by going upstream 18-2U hours
from the generd convergence, region, using the mean second standard level wind
or the mean upstream geostrophic wind. The specific convergence region is
determined by a combination of computed trajectories and mentd trajectories
as shown by the isobars.

Two aids to the computation of trajectories are given in figure 5 and
table 1. Figure 5 assumes that both the actud wind and the geostrophic wind
have the same direction. It gives 6-hour trajectories between 30° and k0°
latitude for "bdanced" winds, inertia winds, and variations between these
extremes. The wind directions are digned vertically on the diagram. In use
the diagram wodd be rotated to line-up with the observed direction and with
the "0" point over the observation station.

If the actud and geostrophic winds are of equd speeds, the trajectory
will lie dong the direction of the actud and geostrophic winds and its end
point will be at the point designating the wind speed.

If the geostrophic wind is zero, the trajectory will be dong the arc
labeled by the appropriate initid wind speed.

In between these two conditions the end point of a 6-hour trajectory will
lie at the intersection of the lines on the diagram which indicate the initid
and geostrophic wind speeds.
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A strong pressure gradient which replaces a weak gradient with time
causes air parcels imbedded within the current to blow across the isobars to
ward lower pressure. A table (derived from the equations of frictionless
motion) which indicates the termind point of trajectories after 3, °> 12>
and 2k hours with an increase in the geostrophic wind on a parcel as shown is
given in table 1. It is assumed that the efctud wind and the geostrophfc wind
have the same speed and direction initially, and that there is no change in
the direction of the geostrophic wind during the time period. In using the
table, the increase in the geostrophic wind during the succeeding 12 hours is
estimated and the time of the trajectory is selected. The numbers in the body
of the table locate the termind point df the trajectory; the first number is
the angle of incurvature (toward lower pressure), while the second number is
the amount by which the actud wind exceeds the geostrophic wind at the end *
point. Atrid and.error solution is necessary and is accomplished by (1)
estimating the increase in geostrophic wind during the chosen time period, (2) •
laying off the tabdar change of angle (toward lower pressure), (3) selecting
a point dong this line and measuring the geostrophic wind at the end of the
time period, and (k) mdtiplying this wind by the proper tabdar value. If
the distance from the initid point to the estimated termind point of the
trajectory does not agree with the distance represented by {k) above, another
point is selected and the same procedure is followed.

3. DETERMINING HOW MUCH PRECIPITATION WILL OCCUR

In order to find out how much precipitation will occur, it is first
necessary to determine what area of surface dr will blow into the convergence
region. This inflow area is set off by trajectories, both mentd and computed.
Consider figure 6, which is a modification of figure 3 of Part 2.

It can be seen that the inflow area is bounded by the laterd bounding
trajectories (within which convergence occurs) and by the lines connecting the
beginning and the end points of the 2^-hour trajectories within the laterd
bounding trajectories.

If the inflow area (mi?) is mdtiplied by the mean precipitable water
(inches) within the inflow area during the 2^-hour period, the product is the
inflow volume or moisture transport (mi.d in.) which will flow into the con
vergence region.

Some consideration shodd be given to the flow at levels above the sur
face, particdarly if the direction of flow at 850 mb. over the inflow area is
markedly different from the flow at the surface. Such a situation often occurs
when a Low at the surface is not open to the south and the moisture appears to
be coming from the east. However, usually at 850 mb. much of the moisture
still has a southerly component. The amount of moisture at higher standard
levels is usually not sufficient to warrent consideration dong these lines.

Since the precipitation process is not 100 percent efficient, an efficiency
factor is used. Additiond research is necessary to determine what a proper
efficiency factor shodd be, but with dew points above 6o°F. a study by the
Hydrometeorologicd Section [2] has shown that about 75 percent is a good aver
age vdue. A factor of 80 percent or higher shodd be used in cases where
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Table 1. - Determination of trajectories for increasing geostrophic wind on
pared, assuming initid wind is geostrophic. Tabdar vdues indicate
deflection angle ( degrees, counterclockwise) and length of trajectory
expressed as mdtiple of find geostrophic wind in knots (V ).

Increase in geostrophic
wind on pared in 12 hours

Hours

3 6 12 2k

1.5

2

3

5

172.7^
2/2.U

U/2.0

7/1.6

^A.9Vg6
6/k.2

12/3.^

21/2.5

879.2Vgl2
iVt-9
22/6..7

33/6.1

TVia.iv^
11/15.3
13/1^.8

15/13-5

instability is present or where the isobars and trajectories indicate strong
convergence. An approximate measure of instability can be determined from a.
consideration of the difference between the observed 500-mb. temperature and
the surface dew point temperature raised adiabatically-pseudo-adiabatically
to 500 mb. A nomogram to obtain this latter temperature from the 1000-mb.
temperature and dew point is given in figure 7.

Low-level convergence with most of the moisture concentrated at higher
levels resdts in a small efficiency factor. Ideally, an inspection of in-
dividud radiosonde observations will reved such a situation; however, an
inspection of dew points and precipitable water vdues where dew points are
relatively low in comparison with the precipitable water is a dependable in
dicator. Under such conditions the efficiency factor shodd be reduced to
about 50 percent.

The isohyets are determined by dividing the inflow volume(mdtiplied by
an efficiency)by the area of the convergence (precipitation) region, thereby
yielding the average precipitation over the convergence region. The config
uration of the isohyets is determined from a generd knowledge of isohyetd
patterns and from a consideration of the movement of the convergence region.

During phases B and C it was observed that the largest observed isohyet
bore some relationship to the magnitude of the forecast inflow volume. There
fore the largest forecast isohyet was determined from table 2. It shodd be

Table 2. - Relationship between forecast inflow volume and largest observed
isohyet

Inflow volume (mi. in.)

50 x 10-
100

200

300

Largest isohyet (in.)

0.5
1.0

2.0> - 3.0

^.0 - 5.0
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Table 3. - Square miles of dr blowing throu^i 1 mb. in 2^ hours at various
latitudes.

. 2
Latitude mi.

25°N. 35,000
30 30,000
35 26,000

. 1*0 23,000
1*5 21,000

emphasized that table 2 is based upon only three months of observation with
no statisticd study of the data involved. ,

Once the isohyets have been drawn, a rough check is made to ascertain
that the precipitation volume indicated is about the same as the inflow vol
ume (with efficiency factor). The accuracy of the computed inflow and pre
cipitation volumes does not justify precise measurement. The areas can be
measured with sufficient accuracy by approximating them as rectandes or tri
angles. Error andysis shows that volumes of 100,000-200,000 mi.2 in. are
accurate ody to within about 1 20,000 mi.2 in.

As an approximation of the inflow area, it is possible to compute the
square miles of dr blowing through 1 millibar of pressure difference over a
2U-hour period. The geostrophic wind equation, where

gives table 3. In using table 3, the number of square miles of air flowing
through 1 millibar at the latitude of the inflow area is mdtiplied by the
number of isobars crossing the inflow area.

1*. PROGNOSTIC SURFACE ISALL0BARS

For short-period forecasts (up to 6 hours), primary use was made of the
current pressure map, but for the latter parts of the 2lj-hour period, some
weight, and in many cases appreciable weight, had to be given to prognostic
pressure maps.

One use of the prognostic chart was to estimate the magdtudes and
future locations of criticd features of the Laplacian of pressure. For this
use, it was necessary that the chart contdn more detail than wodd be shown
solely by the location of fronts and high and low pressure centersi There are,
in particdar, areas of cyclonic geostrophic vorticity not associated with any
fronts by the usud definition. Even at fronts it was necessary to estimate
the over-all angle that the isobars made across the.front at a future time..

In many cases a forecast using considerations of the surface isallobars
will show up important features which may not be obvious using other prog
nostic methods. For example, if surface pressures are forecast to persist
over the Southeast and a pressure fall is moving into southern Midwest, the
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inflow will be increased, drawing dr toward lower pressure and converging
downstream from the cydodc shear of the isallobars.

For making the 12-hour prognostic charts of surface pressure, primary
use was made of three considerations: (l) continuity as shown by the 12-hour
and 3-hour pressure changes, (2) future areas of differentid advection and
differentid release of latent heat (see Gilman [3] and Appleby [If]),and-(3)
instability. The procedure followed routinely in phase B was as follows:

Beginning an hour before the find map was avdlable, maps of 12-hour
and 3-hour pressure changes were corrected for diurnd effects. Then a pro-
visiond 12-hour pressure change map was drawn for the period 1200-0000 QMS,
using the three considerations listed above. This pressure change map was
used with the latest pressure map (0900 QMS) to obtain a* preliminary idea of t
what areas needed the most emphasis. Preliminary trajectories were drawn if
time permitted and if they were thought desirable.

When the find map was avdlable, a find 12-hour prognostic surface-
pressure-change map was made. The detdls of this procedure are given in the
next section.

5. CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF STEPS TAKEN DURING FORECAST PROCEDURE

The following is set up for a two-man operation at an andysis center
preparing a 2^-hour precipitation forecast within 3 hours after map time (t).

The first step is for both forecasters to examine the isobaric configur
ations of the surface maps at (t-6) and (t-3), the second standard level winds
at.(t-6) and the precipitable water map at (t-12) (where t represents map time
—the time of the latest surface map available before the forecast is issued
and the numbers represent the hours before map time). The forecasters arrive
at a tentative decision of where the important precipitation will occur.

After this, one of the forecasters andyzes 3-hour pressure changes on
the (t-3) surface map and applies a diurnd correction. During this time,
the second forecaster is preparing a forecast of the second standard level
winds for map time from the (t-6) winds.

Next, one of the forecasters prepares a preliminary 12-hour surface
isal lobar prog while the other forecaster supplies him with the following
necessary information: (a) 12-hour pressure change maps (corrected for di
urnd) for (t-3), (t-6), and (t-12)(dso at map time, t, as soon as the map
has been plotted); (b) regions of differentid advection as determined from
the (t-6) surface map and the most recent 500-mb. map (t-6 or t-12); (c) in
dications of instability as determined from the (t-3) surface map and the
latest 500-mb. map (t-6 or t-12).

Also, during this time, the second forecaster begins to construct dynamic
trajectories into the regions of expected precipitation.

As soon as the latest surface map is ready, 3-hour pressure changes
(corrected for diurnd) are andyzed and are used in conjunction with the
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12-hour surface pressure changes at map time to modify the 12-hour prognostic
chart as necessary and to arrive at a find prognostic chart.

Upon completion of the prognostic map, both forecasters compute a suf
ficient number of trajectories to delineate all the regions of sigdficant
convergence. While one forecaster continues taking trajectories the other
dso makes a mentd forecast of the precipitable water distribution (a formal
forecast is not necessary since this quantity is conservative). He also de
termines the moisture transport into the regions of convergence and applies
an efficiency factor to each vdue.

As a find step both forecasters place the isohyets within the conver
gence regions and then make a rapid check to-ascertain that the forecast,
volumes as shown by the isohyets are in agreement with the computed moisture
transports.

6. FORECAST AND VERIFICATION MAPS

The forecast and verification maps for March 1959 (Phase C), arranged in
chronologicd order, are shown in figures 8 to 32. The solid lines are the
forecast 2^-hour isohyets while the plotted numbers are the observed predpi-
tation amounts. The term "ligit" means that scattered amounts of 0.25 inch
or more might occur but that no 0.25-inch line was expected. Shower and
thunderstorm symbols indicate that convective rainfall was forecast with no
generd region of heavy rdn.

7. SUMMARY.

A statisticd verification was prepared by a meteorologist from the
Hydrometeorologicd Section not connected with quantitative precipitation

studies. Using a 1*0,000 mi. grid for the United States east of 1X)5°W., he
compared the Hydrometeorologicd Section and Analysis Center forecast 1-inch
isohyets (prepared daily at the NMC). Without.reference to observed predpi-
tation, the meteorologist added 1/2 inch isohyets to the Analysis Center fore
casts as objectively as possible. The River Services 2l|-hour precipitation
maps were used for verification. Forecasts were compared for 2k days between
March 3 and April 1, I959.

The resdts are shown as contingency tables in tables k and 5. For pre
cipitation of one inch or more, a "hit" was recorded when an average* of 1

inch or more was forecast and observed within the same 1*0,000 nd.2 area. It
can be seen that Hydrometeorologicd Section scored 8 "hits" to the Analysis
Center's 2 "hits." The skill scores compared 0.25 to 0.07, respectively. A
chi-square test applied to tables k and 5 yielded vdues of 52.5 and 6.7,
respectivdy. The forecasts by Hydrometeorologicd Section showed a tendency
to over-forecast, while those by,the Analysis Center indicated a tendency to
under-forecast precipitation heavier than 1 inch.

Table k shows that 32 area forecasts were made of precipitation equal to
or greater than 1 inch. As mentioned, eight of these area forecasts verified
correct. In order to investigate how many of these would have verified by
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Table k. - Summary of Hydrometeorologicd Section forecast vs. observed
precipitation (inches) during March 1959

FORECAST

0

<<• 1.0 ^1.0 Totd

Skill score

= 0.25 j

*1.0

£1.0

1101

19

21*

8

1125

27

Totd 1120 32 1152

chance done, 32 of the totd number of forecast areas (24 days x
1*8 areas

day
1152) were selected at random and verified. Five separate trids were made
with the following resdts:

Trid

Number

correct

of 32

Although, admittedly, the test is somewhat biased since it fails to take
dimatology into account, it appears that ody 1 forecast is most likely to
verify correct by chance. A persistence test dso was made to investigate
the sigdficance of the forecast resdts. The 24-hour mean precipitation over
each of the grid elements was "forecast" to persist during the succeeding 24
hours. The verification showed no correct forecasts. In order to make a more

reasonable persistence test, the mean ared precipitation for the 6 hours pre
ceding the beginning of the verification period was "forecast" to continue
for the next 2l* hours at four times the 6-hour rate. In this case, all 6-hour
amounts of 1/1* inch or more were noted and checked agdnst the succeeding
24-hour precipitation of 1 inch or more. The resdts of this test dso in
dicated no correct forecasts by persistence. From these resdts and from the
resdts of Phases A and B, it is believed that the forecasts made by the
Hydrometeorologicd Section, utilizing the principles of cydonicity and
volumetric control, have shown a degree of skill of synoptic vdue.

In each case, the forecast was issued about 3 hours after the latest sur
face map became available, while the Andysis Center forecasts were prepared
about 6 hours earlier. Short-cuts in the procedure used in the preparation
of the surface prognostic chart dong with the speed-up which usually accom
panies routine daily use codd conceivably reduce the time for preparation of
the Hydrometeorologicd Section Forecast to 2 hours. Usefd resdts can be
obtained from the application of the principles involved after merely a few
minutes consideration, with the most profitable resdts obtdnable after 2-3
hours application.



Table 5. - Summary of Andysis Center forecast vs. observed precipitation
(inches) during March 1959

FORECAST

CD

§

^1.0 ^1.0 Totd

Skill score

= 0.07

1.0

1.0

1110 15

25 2

1125

. 27

Totd 1135 17 1152
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It is the opidon of the forecasters that they had not reached a plateau,
of skill in the subjective use of the techdques employed. Many fairly simple
studies codd be carried out to improve the procedure. It is felt that the
forecasts have shown an improvement during the three phases, especially in
selecting areas where severd inches of precipitation wodd fall, that there
is much more skill in placing the precipitation area for the first 12 hours
than for the last 12, and that the location for the last 12-hour rainfall
codd be defidtely improved by the middle of the period.
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Figure 1. - Surface map, 1830 GMT, April
.24, 1957, a typical case of cyclonic
*iBobaric shear. Hatching shows re
gion of cyclonic shear at map time;
stippling indicates areas enclosed
by 1-in. isohyet for 24 hours ending
0630 ®§T April 25, 1957.

Figure 2. - Surface map, 1800 GMT, March 23, 1958, an example of curvature,
shear, and strengthening gradient. Hatching shows regions of shear and
curvature; stippling indicates area enclosed by 1-in. Isohyet for 24 hours
ending 0600 QMS, March 24, 1958.
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Figure 3. - Surface isobars, 1800 GMT, April 23 (solid) and 0600 GMT, April 24,
1958 (dashed), illustrating effect of pressure fall moving ahead of Low.

Figure 4. - Surface isobars, 0630 QMS, May 15 (solid) and 0630 GMT, Ifey 16, 1957
(dashed), illustrating development of cyclonic curvature. Stippling indi
cates area enclosed by 1-in. isohyet for 24 hours ending 0630 QMS, May 16.
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Figures 8-31. - (Following in chronological order)
Forecast and observed precipitation, March 1959. Forecast shown by solid lines
(24-hr. isohyets) and shower or thunderstorm symbols to indicate convective
rainfall with no general region of heavy rain. Plotted numbers are observed
24-hr. rainfall, with stippling showing areas of more than 1 inch.
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PART k. QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES OF PRECIPITATION IN HURRICANES

USING OBSERVED SEA LEVEL PRESSURE MAPS

K. R. Peterson and S. Molansky

Hydrologic Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

[Manuscript received February 25, 1959; revised November 13, 1959]

1. INTRODUCTION

The most important single factor contributing to the loss of life and
property during the passage of most tropical storms is flooding. Although the
storm surge plays a major role at the coast, rainfall has a significant effect
and is the sole contributor to flooding inland. A knowledge beforehand of the
expected rainfall would be of valuable assistance in preparation for a hurri
cane, such as evacuation of regions expected to be flooded and in the opera
tion of proposed coastal protective works.

Quantitative precipitation forecasts, in hurricanes are currently
restricted to cliraatological considerations. Schoner [1] has developed a
procedure based upon the climatological means of precipitation over 100-mile
squares. Such methods give a useful broad-scale outlook. However, a precip
itation forecast based upon dynamic principles and capable of locating the
rainfall more closely would eliminate many unnecessary hurricane preparations
and would be a decided forecasting improvement.

This paper presents an application of the techniques given in Parts 1-5
to hurricane situations for 3 to 9 hour precipitation forecasts, given a per
fect forecast of the surface pressure field. The main purpose is to offer a
comparison of these precipitation forecasts with the actual observed precipi
tation. A secondary purpose is to present a subjective evaluation by the
authors of the strengths and weaknesses of the techniques used.

Since the "forecasts" were made about 3 years after the events had taken
place, precautions were necessary to minimize any subconscious knowledge of
the precipitation pattern. Every effort was made to prevent any consultation
of the pattern for several months before the forecast was made. In particu
lar, it is difficult to see how the forecaster could, under the precautions
taken, have had any detailed knowledge of the 6-hour breakdown of the amounts
since the verifying isohyetal maps were prepared after the forecasts had been
completed.

Hurricanes selected

Five aurricanes were selected for study, namely, Connie 1955, Hazel 195^,
Edna 195U, Carol 195^, and Alice 195^ and are discussed in the order given.
Forecasts for four of the hurricanes were prepared by the first author. In
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order to investigate the possibility of a bias in the application of the
techniques, the second author, who was heretofore unfamiliar with the fore
casting technique and only received a short briefing, prepared forecasts for
hurricane Edna.

Data

The data used in the study consisted of: (l) Sea level pressure maps at
3 hour intervals. Specially prepared maps were used for hurricane Alice and
for most of hurricanes Hazel and Connie, while maps prepared at the National
Meteorological Center were used for hurricanes Carol and Edna and for the
initial forecasts of Hazel and Connie. (2) Wind data obtained from second
standard level winds and from available ship winds (increased by 10 percent).
(3) Precipitable water data computed from radiosonde observations. (4)* .
Isohyetal maps prepared from Weather Bureau Hourly Precipitation Data. In,
hurricane Alice, a bucket survey conducted by the Albuquerque District Office
of the Corps of Engineers was used to supplement the regular observational
network.

2. FORECAST PROCEDURE

Hurricane Alice was investigated after it had passed inland and lost its
symmetry. In this respect, it was similar to hurricane Diane 195^ and there
fore the same forecast techniques as reported in Part 2 were applied. This
investigation is, in part, a test of those techniques.

The remaining hurricanes were studied when their pressure patterns were
approximately symmetrical. Because of this symmetry, it was difficult and in
some cases impossible to locate regions of maximum shear and curvature in the"
isobars. Therefore, the methods used in Part 2 were not applicable directly
and a different technique had to be devised. The following procedure was
developed.

Trajectories

Beginning with the map 1-1/2 hours before the forecast period, trajecto
ries were constructed, spaced at 6o-n.mi. intervals, 90° azimuth clockwise
from the instantaneous hurricane path. Applying the procedures developed by
Goodyear [2], trajectories were taken at increments of 1-1/2 hours, using
3-hourly surface maps. Occasionally, because of a strong gradient, it was
necessary to take trajectories at 3/^-hour intervals. At the first 60-n.mi.
point, the gradient was usually so strong that trajectories had to be computed
at 30-minute or 15-minute intervals. Because of the length of time required
and because the procedures have been developed with the idea in mind of
synoptic application, this first trajectory was omitted in most cases.

Some trajectories were also taken k^°, 60°, 135° azimuth clockwise from
the hurricane path. The trajectories begun at k5° and 60° tended to curve
rapidly inward toward the hurricane center while those at 135° traveled north
ward with little indication of convergence. If one direction is chosen, it
appears that trajectories started 90° azimuth clockwise from the hurricane
path and taken at 60-n.mi. intervals provide the most information concerning
the location of convergence regions.
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Precipitation area

An inspection of the trajectories will locate the region of convergence,
around which is drawn the boundary of the precipitation area. It is assumed
that all significant precipitation will fall within this boundary. The
boundary is determined somewhat subjectively. Beginning near the hurricane
center at initial map time, it passes through the points on the trajectories
which are 1-1/2 hours downstream from the starting points. This represents
the lower boundary. The upstream and right lateral boundaries set off the
trajectories along the line of non-divergence. An inspection of the diagrams
will show that this part of the boundary is the least subjective. The left
lateral boundary is placed 30 to 60 n.mi. beyond the end points of the 7-1/2
hour trajectories. Since the maximum convergence generally occurred near the
end points and since, from observation, the heaviest rainfall in a hurricane
does not usually occur at the boundary of the precipitation area, the fore
casters felt justified in extending the left boundary as indicated.

Inflow volume

The inflow volume is determined from equation (l) of Part 2. In this
case, L is the distance from the hurricane center to the right-hand limit of
the precipitation area.

Efficiency

An efficiency of 75 percent has been applied to all cases. See Parts 2
and 3 for further details oh this factor.

Isohyets

The isohyets are placed within the precipitation area so that the
heaviest precipitation is forecast to occur where the trajectories indicate
the greatest convergence. The remaining isohyets are spaced according to an
average hurricane isohyet spacing. As a final step, the precipitation volume
as represented by the isohyets is checked against the computed precipitation
volume.

Hurricane Connie is discussed in detail; the other hurricanes are dis

cussed only briefly but include maps and summaries.

3. HURRICANE CONNIE 1955

Hurricane Connie crossed the coast near Morehead City, N.C. at about
1000 EST, August 12, 1955. A track of the pressure center, based upon hour- -
ly surface pressure analyses is shown in figure 1. The center moved slowly
northward after crossing the coast, but accelerated somewhat and recurved
toward the northwest after passing farther inland. During the late evening
of the 13th, hurricane Connie passed over Lake Erie into Canada.

Immediately prior to the first forecast from 1200-1800 EST, August 12,
hurricane Connie passed inland and was traveling in a general northward
direction. Trajectories were taken at 60-n.mi. intervals to the right of
the storm path. From the pattern of the trajectories, two 3-inch isohyetal




























































